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          Product: PDFNet

Our team have found that the paste option is not working properly for callout markup.

On copy-pasting callout markup, the arrow of callout markup is getting hidden.  Attaching video for better understanding,

Can you please check this?
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	PDF Annotation Library for iOS
	Adding a certified signature field to a PDF on iOS - About certifying a PDF/A document
	Code samples to manipulate PDFs on iOS
	Undo and redo tool for iOS

APIs:	Other Enumerations - PTRasterizerType
	PTReflowProcessor - Initialize
	PTPDFView - SetImageSmoothing

Forums:	Callout markup not working properly
	Opacity change is not reflecting
	How to update toolbar button color
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          Hi Rankit,

Thank you for getting in touch with us regarding this issue.

We have been able to reproduce the issue and have added it to our backlog.

Best Regards,

Sahil Behl

Software Developer

PDFTron Systems, Inc.

www.pdftron.com

Tel: 1-604-730-8989

Fax: 1-604-676-2477
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          Hi Rankit,

We have added a fix for this and it’s available in our latest experimental nightly build:

https://nightly-pdftron.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/experimental/2022-08-11/cocoapods/pdfnet/2022-08-11_experimental_rev80313.podspec

https://nightly-pdftron.s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/experimental/2022-08-11/PDFNet_iOS_nightly_developer_2022-08-11_experimental.dmg

Please let us know if that works for you.

Best Regards,

Sahil Behl.
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          Hi @sbehl

we have verified this fix. this is working fine. Please let us know once you released official version.
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          An update on this issue:

The most recent official release of the PDFTron iOS SDK, version 9.3.1, includes this fix. Please update to the latest official version and let us know if you have any other questions.
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